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In 2009, quite by chance, I came across an old news article 
about the field training of Apollo astronauts in Iceland, near 
to where I was born. To increase the astronauts' geological 
skills for their Lunar missions, NASA had organized two field 
trips to the Icelandic highlands in 1965 and 1967. In all, 32 
astronauts in training got the chance to visit Iceland and 
study its geology. I was born 14 years after Neil Armstrong’s 
‘giant leap’ and had never heard about the astronauts being 
trained near to where I grew up. As a kid, my passion had 
been space exploration. In later years, my interest had shifted 
more towards the exploration of the arctic regions and the 
races to the poles. But learning that my small country played 
an important part in this giant leap made me very proud. 

This discovery refueled my passion for space exploration, 
and to a new and higher level. I felt this was an important 
story that needed to be documented and told. In 2011 we 
opened the first exhibition in Húsavík, 30 miles from the 
Arctic Circle, focusing on the Apollo missions and Iceland's 
part in the training of the astronauts. Húsavík is the site of 
the first house in Iceland, built by Viking Explorer Garðar 
Svavarsson and his crew during the first circumnavigation of 
Iceland. In 2013, we invited Apollo 8 astronaut Bill Anders to 
revisit Iceland and travelled back into the highlands where 
his training took place. Bill was, along with Frank Borman 
and Jim Lovell, the first to fly to and orbit the Moon. 

Much like Viking Garðar Svavarsson who was the first 
to circle Iceland, Bill was the first to circle the Moon. Even 
though these two explorers lived 1000 years apart and the 
technology used to achieve their feats was very different, 
in many ways their challenges were similar. The pieces 

started to fall together. The following year, we were able 
to buy a building in the center of Húsavík that had housed 
another museum before. We added exhibitions about polar 
explorers, the vikings and a room for young explorers as 
well.  We also acquired the property next to our museum 
for future expansion. The same year, we were joined by 
Giuditta and Francesco from Italy who led the design of our 
new exhibits and are now the museum curators.

In 2015, to mark the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 
Missions’ training in Iceland, we invited Walter Cunningham, 
Rusty Schweickart, and Harrison Schmitt, as well as Neil 
Armstrong’s family to revisit the training areas. Walter flew 
on the first manned Apollo mission, Rusty was the Lunar 
Module Pilot on Apollo 9, the first test flight of the Lunar 
Module in Earth orbit, and Harrison Schmitt walked on the 
Moon during the Apollo 17 mission, the last time humans 
visited the Moon. He became the 12th and final Apollo 
astronaut to set foot on the Moon and, as a geologist, he is 
the only professional scientist to have walked on the Moon. 

Later this year, the youngest of the moonwalkers, Charlie 
Duke will visit the museum and break ground for our new 
wing, located next to our current building, a place that we 
hope will provide inspiration to young people from around 
the world to become the explorers of the future, taking us 
further than ever before.

Örlygur Hnefill Örlygsson
founder of The Exploration Museum

Iceland’s Foreign Minister Össur Skarphéðinsson discusses the 
museum with US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton during a 
meeting in Washington DC in May 2011.

Photo: US Department of State

Apollo astronaut Bill Anders revisiting the astronaut training 
area in Iceland in 2013. Six Apollo astronauts have travelled 
back to Iceland at the invitation of The Exploration Museum. 

Photo: Örlygur Hnefill

Start of the project and founding of 

The Exploration Museum
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Our main exhibition tells the story of the 
Apollo astronauts training in Iceland.
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The Exploration Museum is dedicated to the history and 
future of science and human exploration. 

The museum focuses on the feats and accomplishments 
achieved by explorers of different times, towards different 
boundaries, but particular emphasis is put on the aspects 
related to Iceland: among others, the history of Vikings 
and the training of NASA astronauts of the Apollo missions 
in the Northern part of the country during the ‘60s.

All the stories about exploration reveal an interesting 
human attitude: the need to push ourselves always a bit 
forward, beyond borders, in order to develop, to make 
progresses for humankind. Space exploration is just the 
latest goal in this field. In other times of human history, 
the boundaries have been other ones – oceans, deserts, 
unknown territories, rivers, mountains, poles, … – but all 
of them have one thing in common: the endeavours put 
by mankind to go beyond them. 

The museum wants to show exploration stories, which 
we emotionally take part in, because we understand that 
a particular feat does not belong just to the person who 
performs it, but thanks to that person, that achievement 
belongs to all of us.

The show is lively, it uses pictures, videos and sound to 
increase the visitors experience. Efforts are made to make 
the show appealing also for young visitors. This is the first 
and only permanent science museum in Iceland.

HÚSAVÍK was for most of the 20th century a 
thriving fishing village with growing population. 
Following a decline in cod and other fish stock in 
the 1980s and 1990s, the Icelandic government 
installed a quota system for fisheries. Those 
quotas could be sold or rented and that has not 
helped the small coastal communities like Húsavík.

While fisheries have been on decline, local 
individuals and companies have worked hard 
to develop a tourism sector, focused on whale 
watching tours in old Icelandic wooden boats 
and the nature around Húsavík. The aim of our 
museum is to add one more pillar to the tourism 
sector, using the many connections this area 
has to explorers past and present, to further 
strengthen the community. 

We also work closely with local schools to 
introduce students of all ages to the history of 
science and exploration. We welcome all school 
groups to our museum free of charge.

WHY HÚSAVÍK? The museum is located in the small town of Húsavík, close to the Arctic Circle. Húsavík is the place where Swedish Viking 
explorer Garðar Svavarsson built the first house in Iceland, and stayed for one winter during the first circumnavigation of Iceland in 
870. Húsavík is the principal town of Þingeyjar-region, where famed astronomer Stjörnu-Oddi made his observations around the year 
1100, and where, in 1965 and 1967, the Apollo astronauts were sent for geology training for the Moon.  Photo: Örlygur Hnefill

Purpose and goals for a museum of

Science and Exploration
STRENGTHENING OUR COMMUNITY
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EXPLORERS TALKS Exploration historian Dr. Huw Lewis-Jones speaking about the sketchbooks of explorers. Photo: Art Bicnick

Meena Wadhwa, director of the Center for Meteorite 
Studies at Arizona State University.  Photo: Art Bicnick

Explorer and adventurer Mike Dunn presenting the museum with the sweater 
worn by Neil Armstrong on the North Pole in 1985. Photo: Hlynur Þór Jensson

President Guðni Th. Jóhannesson gives the Leif Erikson award to twin 
explorers Tashi and Nungshi Malik.  Photo: Gaukur Hjartarson

Students from a local school awarded by the President for their 
projects about space exploration. Photo: Art Bicnick
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The Leif Erikson Awards are awarded annually by the 
Exploration Museum for achievements in exploration and 
for work to document and preserve exploration history. 
They are awarded in three categories: to an explorer for 
a lifetime achievement in exploration, to a young explorer 
under the age of 35 for achievements in exploration, and 
to a person or an organization that has worked to promote 
and preserve exploration history. 

The awards were first awarded in 2015 and are named 
for Icelandic explorer Leif Erikson, considered the first 
European to land in North America and who, according 
to the Sagas of Icelanders, established the first Norse 
settlement in Vinland, tentatively identified with the Norse 
L'Anse aux Meadows on the northern tip of Newfoundland 
in modern-day Canada.

The Leif Erikson Awards are the main and final event 
of the annual Explorers Festival. Held in Húsavík every 
fall, the festival consists of a series of talks by explorers, 
art exhibitions that deal with the theme of exploration, 
concerts, film screenings and smaller events. Notable 
speakers at previous festivals include author Kari Herbert, 
astronaut Scott Parazynski, explorer Mike Dunn, exploration 
historian Dr. Huw Lewis-Jones, planetary geologist Meena 
Wadhwa and the Indian Malik twins.

Leif Erikson Awards and

The Explorers Festival

LEIF ERIKSON AWARDS Apollo 17 astronaut Harrison Schmitt, the only scientist to walk on the Moon, receives the 2015 Leif Erikson 
Exploration Award from Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson, then President of Iceland. Photo: Andri Marino 

Kari Herbert, daughter of polar explorer Sir Wally Herbert, tells the 
stories of her mother and the wives of the great explorers at the 
2016 Explorers Festival in Húsavík.  Photo: Art Bicnick
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Greek geographer, philosopher
and historian Strabo.
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This section is about exploration by sea. There has been 
evidence of maritime trade between civilizations since 
prehistory, so the human activity at sea is one of the 
oldest ones. The aim of this part is to look at the sea not 
as a barrier or an obstacle, but as a mean of connection, a 
link to several different worlds.

We retrace the most significant maritime routes, made 
for trade, warfare, fishing or simply transport, starting 
from the old ages to contemporary years: from the 
dugout canoes developed by populations in the Stone 
Age, through the commercial routes along the coasts of 
the Mediterranean sea, the Spice Trade and the discovery 
of the Americas, to more recent expeditions, such as the 
1947 journey of the raft Kon-Tiki across the Pacific Ocean 
from South America to the Polynesian islands, led by Thor 
Heyerdhal, until the adventures of the very recent solo 
sailors Jessica Watson and Giovanni Soldini. 

Kids can enjoy the exhibition as well, thanks to 
interactive games through which they learn more about 
these stories and navigation tools.

THE VOYAGE OF PYTHEAS TO THULE Greek geographer and explorer Pytheas left on a northern journey around 350 B.C. 
and headed for England and Scandinavia. On the Ocean, his volume on conditions at the edge of the world was lost but some 
fragments have been retained. Pytheas mentions an island called Thule in his account; this island was claimed to lie north of 
Britannia and at a distance of time that it took to complete a six-day voyage. Was that Iceland? Photo: Moyan Brenn

Exhibition 1: Humans take to the sea

Early Explorers and 
Ocean Navigation

A map showing a possible route of the journey Pytheas made 
to the north. The blue line is the outbound journey and orange 
is his journey back home. 
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A map of the northern part of Iceland.
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This section concerns the start of cartography and the 
tools used to guide the long journeys on unknown paths. 
Although it is difficult to say what are the earliest maps 
in history, the oldest representations of geographical and 
human landmarks are Anatolian cave paintings, about 9 
thousand years old. The ancient Greeks started drawing 
maps about 2.600 years ago and, in the II century, Ptolemy 
drew the first flat map of the world (see image above). 
The exhibition features original ancient maps – one for 
all, the 1595 Mercator's map of Iceland – along with 
reproduction of ancient maps from all over the world that 
have been cartography milestones since their creation, 
and more recent ones.

Also, part of the exhibit focuses on other exploration 
and navigation tools, from basic to traditional and to the 
latest ones, such as kamals and sun-compasses – which 
allowed, respectively, Arabs and Vikings to perform 
latitude sailing – compasses – developed by the Chinese 
over 2.000 years ago – and GPS – which first prototypes 
came to life in 1972. 

The Ptolemy world map shows the known world to Hellenistic society in the 2nd century CE. Photo: Harley Collection of the British Library

Exhibition 2: Mapping the world

Map making and 
tools for exploration

Compass from 1916.
Photo: Frederick Raymond Bamber
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The Gokstad ship, on display at the Viking 
Ship Museum in Oslo, Norway. A small replica 
of the ship was unveiled at The Exploration 
Museum in 2016.  Photo: W. Karamell
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This section discusses the history of Vikings. It tells the 
stories of the most important Viking explorers, such 
as Garðar Svavarsson, the Swedish Viking who sailed 
around Iceland in 870, being the first who established 
that the country was an island; Náttfari, probably the first 
permanent inhabitant of the land, but not recognized 
as so, due to his condition of slavery; Ingólfur Arnarson, 
known as the first permanent Norse settler of Iceland, 
who built his home and gave name to Reykjavík in 874; 
Leif Eiriksson, the first European to set foot in America; 
Guðríð Þorbjarnardóttir, one of the most widely-traveled 
women, believed to be the first woman of European 
origin who gave birth to a child in America.

The section also covers the history of Viking society, their 
religion and beliefs, the routes of their trades, their weapons, 
their impressive knowledge about navigation, with the 
replica of some of the tools they used for orientation in the 
vast sea, and the description and story of their famous and 
unique wooden vessel the Drakkar, characterized by being 
slender and flexible, essentials for Vikings’ long-distance 
trades, explorations and colonization. 

This 1893 painting by Norwegian artist Christian Krohg shows Leif Erikson discovering America. Photo: National Museum of Art, Oslo

Exhibition 3: Legendary seafarers

Viking Explorers

FIRST TO CIRCUMNAVIGATE A detail from Artūras Slapšys 
painting of Viking Explorer Garðar Svavarsson, who was the 
first to circumnavigate Iceland. He overwintered in Húsavík. 
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A detail from Universalis 
Cosmographia, a 1507 world 
map by German cartographer 
Martin Waldseemüller. 
Photo: Library of Congress
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This part of the museum deals with the Age of 
Exploration, the period from the end of the 15th century to 
the 18th century, in which extensive overseas exploration 
emerged as a powerful factor in European culture and the 
beginning of globalization.

Global exploration started with the Portuguese 
discoveries of the Atlantic archipelagos of Madeira and 
the Azores, the coast of Africa, and the discovery of the 
sea route to India in 1498; and, on behalf of the Crown 
of Castile, the trans-Atlantic Voyages of Christopher 
Columbus between 1492 and 1502, and the first 
circumnavigation of the globe in 1519–1522. These 
discoveries led to numerous naval expeditions across the 
Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans, and land expeditions 
in the Americas, Asia, Africa, and Australia that continued 
into the late 19th century, and ended with the exploration 
of the polar regions in the 20th century.

European overseas exploration led to the rise of global 
trade and the European colonial empires, with the contact 
between Europe, Asia and Africa and the New World, 
producing the Columbian Exchange.

HALF MOON Henry Hudson’s ship Halve Maen. Hudson was commissioned to covertly find a western passage to China.

Exhibition 4: Extensive overseas exploration

Age of Exploration

EXPLORATION SHIP A detail from a 1590 map by Flemish 
cartographer and geographer Abraham Ortelius showing Ferdi-
nand Magellan’s ship Victoria.
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Mortimer McCarthy at wheel of the Terra Nova during 
Roberts F. Scott’s expedition in 1910.
 Photo: Herbert Ponting

Josephine Peary studio portrait in 1892, following her  
expedition with husband Robert Peary to Greenland.
 Photo: E. S. Dunshee

Members of Robert F. Scott’s Terra Nova crew in the Cape Evans hut: Cherry-Garrard, Bowers, Oates, Meares and Atkinson.
 Photo: Herbert Ponting
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The Polar Exploration section is dedicated to those Arctic 
and Antarctic key explorers who, with their heroic and often 
tragic feats, left an indelible mark on the human conquest of 
the two furthest ends of the world: from the early pioneers, 
to the thrilling race to the South Pole and to the unsolvable 
controversy about the first to reach the North Pole on foot. 

Stories of polar explorers connected to Iceland are 
exhibited too. Above all, Vilhjálmur Stefánsson, Canadian 
anthropologist, explorer and writer born from Icelandic 
emigrants, who went on three expeditions into the 
Alaskan and Canadian Arctic between 1906 and 1918. 
Twice President of the Explorers Club, he invited Matthew 
Henson, most interesting yet uncredited Arctic explorer, to 
join the club making him become the first African American 
member.  Other characters discussed in this section are Jean-
Baptiste Charcot, who sank with his ship Pourquoi Pas? IV 
in Icelandic waters in 1936, and Vilborg Arna Gissurardóttir, 
first Icelander to ski to the South Pole from the coasts of 
Antarctica in 2013. A reproduction of a polar hut, archive 
pictures, tools, equipment and accurate models of polar 
vessels complete the section.

Vilborg Arna became the first Icelandic person to ski from the 
coast of Antarctica to the South Pole in 2013. She reached the 
pole on January 17 after 60 days skiing alone on the ice.

Exhibition 5: To the ends of the Earth

The Polar Explorers

ARCTIC EXPLORER Icelandic-Canadian Polar Explorer Vilhjálmur Stefánsson served as Club President of the Explorers Club from 
1919 to 1922 and again from 1937 to 1939. Photo: Stefansson Arctic Institute
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TWIN CLIMBERS Indian twin sisters Tashi and Nungshi Malik are the first siblings and twins to climb the Seven Summits and 
reach the North and South Poles. Seen here at the summit of Mount McKinley, Alaska in 2014. Photo: Virender Singh Malik

MATTERHORN At 4.478 meters high, it is the third highest mountain in the Alps, and most challenging to summit. Photo: Juan Rubiano
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The exhibit features stories of legendary mountaineers 
and their expeditions to the highest mountains on Earth 
and their climbs of the most challenging peaks, from 
early times to current days. A collection of climbing 
equipment for each type of terrain, scale models of the 
main mountain ranges and a fun ascent-like access to the 
room spice the section up.

Some of the most intriguing, dramatic and mysterious 
climbing expeditions in history are presented with 
detailed climbing route maps and aerial images of each 
location.

Moreover, two key mountaineers and their feats, Sir 
Edmund Hillary – first man to summit Mt. Everest in 1953 
– and Reinhold Messner – widely regarded as the greatest 
climber in history, are used as sparks to introduce other 
figures. Among them Mallory, who vanished into mist on 
Everest on the 1924 attempt; Bass and Morrow, firsts 
to climb the Seven Summits; Pasaban, first woman to 
climb all the eight-thousanders; Kukuczka, new-route and 
winter specialist; Tenzing, who reached the roof of the 
world with Hillary; Bonatti, pioneer of the alpine style; and 
the Malik twins, first siblings to reach the Seven Summits 
and youngest to complete the Adventurers Grand Slam.

REACHING HIGHER “Climbing is not a battle with the elements, 
nor against the law of gravity. It’s a battle against oneself.” 
- Walter Bonatti, Italian climber and explorer nicknamed 
“The king of the Alps”. Photo: Whittaker Mountaineering

Exhibition 6: Humans reach higher

Mountaineering

SIR ED Sir Edmund Hillary reached the top of Mount Everest, 
together with Sherpa Tenzing Norgay, on May 29 1953. They 
were named among the 100 most influential people of the 
20th century. Photographer unknown

RECORD MAN Reinhold Messner, among many other records, 
was the first to summit Everest without supplemental oxygen, 
along with Peter Habeler, the first to ascend it alone and the first 
to climb all fourteen eight-thousanders. Photo: Heike Huslage-Koch
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A secret world lies deep in 
the Ocean, full of infinite 
strange creatures and 
immeasurable lost treasures. 
 Photo: Arnaud Abadie
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This part of the museum deals with deep-sea exploration, 
one of the few fields still mostly unknown and undiscovered, 
which makes it particularly stimulating and inspiring.

French scientist Pierre-Simon Laplace is considered the 
initiator of this area of exploration, having calculated, by 
the observation of tidal motions registered on Brazilian 
and African coasts, the average depth of the Atlantic 
Ocean, obtaining the quite accurate value of 3972 m. But 
it was just in 1960 that the first manned vessel, Trieste, 
crewed by Jacques Piccard and Don Walsh, reached the 
bottom of the Challenger Deep, the deepest known point 
in the Earth’s seabed hydrosphere: about 10915 m.

The section is a journey among these mysterious places, 
considered almost inhabited for centuries, but discovered 
to host diverse and varied  species. We travel underwater 
through the most important expeditions made over the 
years, to investigate the physical, chemical and biological 
conditions of the seabed.

Exhibition 7: Beneath the waves

Underwater exploration

EXPLORATION OF THE SEABED About 70% of the planet’s surface is covered in water and almost none of its bottom has been 
explored. The future is promising in this field. Photo: NOAA

DIVING SUIT 
The first pressure-proof diving suits were developed by two 

English inventors in the early 18th century.
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Caving often discloses 
hidden places of a dark and 
silent world. Photo: Rama
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Exploration is not only a research on the surface: many 
mysterious, fascinating and interesting places can be 
found in the depths of the Earth. That is why a section 
of the museum is also dedicated to this particularly 
challenging and recent kind of exploration.

The section about caves focuses on caving as a mere 
wild exploration, but also as the scientific study of 
the cave environment. Particularly interesting is the 
connection between the Icelandic cave environment and 
its similarity to cave environments in Mars and on the 
Moon: so that studying these hollow places in the ground 
means to understand a little bit more about other remote 
and uncharted territories. 

We also cover cave diving, that is the exploration of 
water-filled caves.

Children can actively take part in the exhibition 
by exploring a little cave they can climb down into, 
experiencing the excitement of this adventure.

BELOW THE RED SURFACE The Pavonis Mons, a shield volcano on Mars, has got a deep cave system which, potentially, could harbor 
life due to heating below the ground. Photo: NASA

Exhibition 8: Exploring caves on Earth, Moon and Mars

Going Underground

GIANT ICE CAVE The Eisriesenwelt, located in Austria, is the 
largest ice cave in the world and has been used to perform studies 
and test equipment by teams from 11 nations in preparation for 
future Mars missions. Photo: Andrew Bossi
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ASTRONAUT TRAINING IN ICELAND

Apollo 17 Lunar Rover in the Taurus–
Littrow valley. Photo: Harrison Schmitt
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This section focuses on the start of aviation, exploration of 
space, the race to the Moon, and the future of spaceflight.

In the sixties, NASA sent two groups of Apollo astronauts 
in Iceland as part of their training, specifically in 1965 
and 1967, before going to the Moon. They were trained 
in geology, on geological active areas in the northeastern 
part of the country, not far from Húsavík. The goal of 
the training in Iceland, the land with the most variety of 
geological samples, was for the astronauts to increase their 
awareness of geology, which would be very important for 
their future exploration of the Moon.

Of the 12 men who later would have walked on the 
moon, 7 came to train in Iceland.

The section also discusses unmanned exploration crafts 
sent to other planets, in the solar system and beyond.

On display, it is possible to see the replica of a spacesuit, 
old magazines and newspaper about the Apollo missions, 
tools and objects the astronauts used during their training 
in the country and several other interesting items.

HARRIET QUIMBY The first woman to pilot an aircraft across the English Channel in 1912, seen here in her Blériot monoplane in 1911.
 Photo: Library of Congress

Exhibition 9: Stepping off the Earth

Exploring Air and Space

APOLLO GOODWILL MOONROCK This rock was retrieved 
from the lunar surface in 1972 during the last Apollo mission. 
It was given to the Icelandic nation by US President Richard 
Nixon and will be displayed next to the new Lunar Module.
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Apollo 11 on the Moon.  Photo: NASA Early design concept for a lunar lander.  Photo: Grumman Corporation

The Lunar Module in Earth Orbit during the  Apollo 9 mission in 1969. Photo: NASA
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The museum will open its new Space Explorers Hall 
in March 2019, marking the 50th anniversary of the 
first manned flight of a Lunar Module on Apollo 9. The 
centerpiece of the new hall will be a full size replica of the 
Apollo Lunar Module, the first, and to date, only vehicle 
to land humans on another world. 2019 will also mark the 
50th anniversary of the first Lunar Module to orbit the 
Moon on Apollo 10 and the first landing on the Moon on 
Apollo 11.

The new Lunar Module will be built by students of 
the metalwork and mechanical engineering department 
of the Akureyri Comprehensive College, with help from 
professional metalworkers. 

Lunar Module and Rover at the Evergreen Aviation & Space Museum in McMinnville, Oregon. Photo: Brandt’s Big Trip

Space Explorers Hall:

Building a full size Lunar 
Module replica in Iceland

LUNAR MODULE PILOT
Rusty Schweickart, LM Pilot on the first manned flight test of the 

Lunar Module, speaking at The Exploration Museum in 2015.
Photo: Gaukur Hjartarson
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Geologist Dr. Harrison Schmitt inspecting the fresh lava 
from the Holuhraun eruption. Photo: Helga Kvam

US Ambassador Robert C. Barber and Icelandic journalist Kári Jónasson at the 
edge of the Holuhraun Lava Field.  Photo: Völundur Jónsson

EXTEME EXPLORATION Christmas day expedition to Marum Volcano in Vanuatu. Photo: Bradley Ambrose
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In this section the visitor will experience and explore the 
relationship between humans and the destructive yet 
constructive power of volcanoes, monsters of fire capable of 
transforming the earth into – literally – another planet. 

As in Iceland volcanoes represent a prominent natural 
feature, the exhibit provides a cultural tour of the most 
celebrated Icelandic volcanoes, ranging from literature 
(Verne’s Snæfellsjökull) to religion (Jón Steingrímsson’s 
Fire Mass during 1783-85 Laki eruption). Among those, 
Askja volcanic area, setting of intriguing stories. 

In 1907, the canvas boat of a small German expedition 
party mysteriously disappeared in the glittering water of 
Öskjuvatn, contributing to the aura of mystery and awe 
of the place. In the exhibit, the details of the story are 
told and the riddle – maybe – solved. Photographs and 
accounts of the Apollo astronauts training field, that 
took place in the same area, are borrowed from the 
Space section. 

For a more exploration-based insight, pictures and films 
of men in astronaut-like suits, dangerously descending 
into the flaming mouths of volcanoes, come from present 
times, with the extraordinary expeditions of Bradley 
Ambrose to Nyiragongo, Congo, and Sam Cossman to 
Mount Yasur, Vanuatu.

ERUPTION At midnight on August 28, 2014,  lava erupted onto the surface at a fissure in Holuhraun, forming a crater and substantial lava field 
to the north of Vatnajökull glacier. Toxic gases and lava billowed from the top of the volcano for nearly six months. Photo: Peter Hartree

Exhibition 10: Exploring the extremes

Volcanoes

Lake Askja and Viti geothermal lake. Photo: Henrik Thorburn

Memorial for the German scientists. Photo: Ulrich Latzenhofer
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Our new children’s exhibition will allow 
the youngest guests to explore science 
with their eyes, ears and hands. 
Photo: Science Museum, London
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Exhibition 11: Learning by doing

Frontiers for Young Minds
Our new children’s exhibition will allow the youngest  
guests to explore science and history with their eyes, 
ears and hands. The exhibition is a hands-on classroom 
that cultivates curiosity.

The first room has a full wall diorama of the Solar 
System and multi-language screens below each planet 
or orbiting body, showing information about the objects 
presented, as well a scale where you can find out how 
much you, your phone, keys or other objects you bring 
to the museum weigh on each planet. Another part of 
the exhibition lets you travel through time with local 
archaeologists, a collaboration project with the Kids' 
Archeology School.

The Kon-Tiki Cinema shows short films and cartoons 
about famous scientists, expeditions and the Apollo 
missions to the Moon. The cinema is named after the 
famous 1947 Kon-Tiki expedition, a journey by raft across 
the Pacific Ocean from South America to the Polynesian 
islands, led by Norwegian explorer Thor Heyerdahl.

Our mission is to create extraordinary learning 
experiences and to help local and visiting schools spark 
interest in science and exploration among their students.

On weekends, the museum welcomes young guests to 
do experiments with members of the staff.

Looking into the Universe at The Exploration Museum

Young guests at a field trip to the museum.

UNVEILING The Hubble 25th anniversary image was presented to The Exploration Museum by ESA and NASA. It was put on display at 
a local school. Popular science TV host Ævar Þór Benediktsson and Húsavík Mayor Kristján Þór Magnússon perform at the unveiling.
 Photo: Heiðar Kristjánsson
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From Erró’s Astronaut Series 
Photo: Reykjavik Art Museum

Spacewalking in Húsavík 
Photo: Örlygur Hnefill
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The Exploration Museum runs an ongoing project named 
Art and Exploration, consisting of art exhibits, concerts, 
poetry readings and other events that deal with science and 
exploration from the point of view of the artist.

Art and Exploration does not occupy one of our permanent  
galleries and is not limited to the museum  as a building. 
The project allows us to collaborate with local galleries and 
spaces, and museums around the world.

Starting in 2011, The Exploration Museum organized the 
first event, an exhibition of the space related works of famous 
Icelandic artists Erró. Most of the works were done between 
1974 and  1981, in the years following the Apollo program and 
leading up to the start of the Space shuttle program. In 2014 
on the 45th anniversary of the first Moon landing, an evening 
of music and poetry about the Moon and its mystique took 
place in our main gallery. In 2015 the museum joined forces 
with Fjúk Art Center in Húsavík so their visiting artists could 
get inspired from the stories of explorers. In 2016, Jakob 
Jónsson and Huw Lewis-Jones led different explorers together 
in poetry, next to the skeleton of a stranded Blue Whale.

The museum has had two visiting artist; Arnar Ómarsson 
working on his exhibition Space is the place and photographer 
Matthew Broadhead working on his Heimr series. The 
museum has also worked closely with musician and video 
artist Rafnar, who is now composing an original score for an 
upcoming documentary produced by the museum. 

FIRST CONTACT An exploration rover by Arnar Ómarsson that roamed the halls of Akureyri Art Museum in 2015. The rover was a part 
of Ómarsson’s exhibit Space is the place, that was made in collabiration with The Exploration Museum. Photo: Arnar Ómarsson

Exhibition 12: Connecting two worlds

Art and Exploration

SPACE BOUND A photograph from the Heimr series by British 
photographer Matthew Broadhead. His trip to Iceland, where he 
produced original material for his project Heimr, was a response 
to the Apollo astronauts’ exploration of Earth before they went to 
the Moon,. The title of the body of work, ‘Heimr’, refers to the use 
of the word in old Icelandic myth and folklore that translates into 
‘world’ but also ‘dwelling place.’ Photo: Matthew Broadhead
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BOARD of The Exploration Museum

Francesco Perini
Curator of Mountaineering 
and Polar Exploration.

Giuditta Gubbi
Curator of Viking Explorers 
and Spaceflight.

Jóhanna Ásdís Baldursdóttir
Curator of childrens exibits 
and the Tiki Cinema.

Örlygur Hnefill Jónsson
Chairman of the 
museum board

Örlygur Hnefill Örlygsson
Born in Húsavík, Iceland in 1983.
Founder of The Exploration Museum.

Other current and previous positions:
Journalist for Print Media and TV at 365 Media (2004-2008)
Curator of art at Akureyri Art Museum (2008-2010)
Manager of Húsavík Cape Hotel and Húsavík Guesthouse (2010- )
Chairman of Húsavík Chamber of Commerce (2012-2015)
Town council member for Norðurþing municipality (2014- )
Chairman of Northeast Iceland Waste & Recycling Co. (2014-2016)
Advisory Committee member at 4th Planet Logistics, LLC (2016- )

DIRECTOR of The Exploration Museum

The Exploration 
Museum
Héðinsbraut 3 
640 Húsavík
Iceland 
Tel +354 464 2328

info@explorationmuseum.com 
Museum foundation
The mission of the Exploration Museum ses. is to further the 
cultural and educational programs at the Exploration Mu-
seum through broad public and private gifts and volunteer 
support. As an independent non-profit organization, the 
Foundation’s purpose is to encourage the development of 
the Museum as the outstanding museum of its kind in the 
world.

The Exploration Museum ses.
Non-profit organization
Héðinsbraut 3, 640 Húsavík, Iceland
Organization Number 4109161770

www.explorationmuseum.com

From small towns 
COME BIG DREAMS 
Iceland was a favorite among the 
astronauts. No doubt this was 
partially because of the plethora 
of geological formations that 
can be found here — columnar 
basalt, pseudo craters, and the 
opportunity to climb down into 
volcanic cones and lava tubes. 
But even more memorable, I 
now believe based on my per-
sonal experience, was the spirit 
and generosity of the Icelandic people that welcomed them 
here. It was truly a win-win situation because the astronauts 
had a wonderful experience while learning information criti-
cal to the moon missions and, in return, the people of Iceland 
could be confident that they played an important role in the 
success of the Apollo space program. 

I’m proud to be here today representing the Armstrong family, 
in the small town of Húsavík at the unveiling of this inspiring 
monument. Many of the astronauts, including my father, 
came from small towns like this one, but admittedly without 
the magnificent ocean and the beautiful mountains in the 
distance. But despite the topographical differences, small 
towns around the world have one thing in common — and 
that is — that from small towns come big dreams. 
 
Mark Armstrong, son of Neil Armstrong, the first man to walk 
on the Moon, speaking at The Exploration Museum in 2015.

Mark Armstrong
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FATHERS AND SONS AT NAUTAGIL IN AUGUST 2013 Örlygur Hnefill junior and Örlygur Hnefill senior with 
Greg and Bill Anders who run the Heritage Flight Museum in the state of Washington, USA. Bill Anders 
was the first to fly around the Moon in 1968, along with Frank Borman and Jim Lovell. They were chosen  
as Persons of the Year by Time Magazine in 1968. Photo: Hlynur Þór Jensson

EPIC CROSSING OF ICELAND The Exploration Museum teamed up with Ísafold Travel to organize an epic crossing of Iceland in October 
2016, following the Explorers Festival in Húsavík. Biking in front is Iceland’s President Guðni Th. Jóhannesson, followed by NASA astronaut 
Scott Parazynski and Meena Wadhwa, Professor of geological sciences in the School of Earth and Space Exploration. Photo: Art Bicnick
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THE EXPLORATION MUSEUM extension  project
On March 3rd 2019, on the 50th anniversary of the launch of Apollo 9, our new museum extension 
will open to the public. Apollo 9 was the first manned flight of the Lunar Module. 2019 will also 
mark the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing. 

The museum is currently in the building on the left. During the next two years, a second building 
on the right will be built, as well as the Space Explorers Hall between the old and new building, 
to house the new Lunar Module replica.

CURRENT BUILDING MUSEUM EXTENSION
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POLAR EXPLORERS GALLERY Ships, photos and object from the history of polar exploration. Photo: Örlygur Hnefill Örlygsson

JADE RABBIT A replica of the unmanned Yutu Lunar 
Rover from the Chinese Chang’e 3 mission on display at 
The Exploration Museum.  Photo: Örlygur Hnefill

FESTIVAL The Explorers Festival is a platform for explorers, writers, artist and 
exploration enthusiasts to meet and discuss the field and exhange stories of 
epic expeditions, on and off this Earth. Photo: Art Bicnick

MOONWALKER Apollo 17 astronaut Harrison 
Schmitt observing a rock during an Exploration 
Museum expedition. Photo: Sævar Helgi Bragason

MOUNTAINEERS Indian twin explorers Tashi and Nungshi Malik with astronaut 
Scott Parazynski. All three have conquered Mt. Everest. With them are the museum 
curators Giuditta and Francesco, both avid mountaineers. Photo: Örlygur Hnefill
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APOLLO ASTRONAUTS “It was very special to be back in Iceland after all these years. Hard to believe; half a century has passed!  It 
was a great reminder of the wonderful friendly people of Iceland, somewhat typified by the fact that our hosts had gotten hold of the 
very same old Mercedes bus that had carted us out to the remote geologic sites 50 years before… and employed it to do so again!  Not 
only that, but the very capable and informative bus driver was the grandson of the bus driver we had 50 years ago. Now that’s not only 
interesting, but mindful!” - Rusty Schweickart, Apollo 9 Astronaut, seen here at Nautagil with his friend Walter Cunningham of Apollo 7.

ASTRONAUT BUS The Apollo astronauts and Neil Armstrong’s family traveled to the training area in the same way as 50 years 
before. Seen here at the Dreki Canyon in a remote part of the central highlands of Iceland. Photos: Völundur Jónsson
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